We study historical dynamics of joint equilibrium distribution of stock returns in the US stock market using the Boltzmann distribution model being parametrized by external fields and pairwise couplings. Within Boltzmann learning framework for statistical inference, we analyze historical behavior of the parameters inferred using exact and approximate learning algorithms. Since the model and inference methods require use of binary variables, effect of this mapping of continuous returns to the discrete domain is studied. Properties of distributions of external fields and couplings as well as industry sector clustering structure are studied for different historical dates and moving window sizes. We show that discrepancies between them might be used as a precursor of financial instabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Price formation on a financial market is a complex problem: It reflects opinion of investors about true value of the asset in question, policies of the producers, external regulation and many other factors. Given the big number of factors influencing price, many of which unknown to us, describing price formation essentially requires probabilistic approaches. In the last decades, synergy of methods from various scientific areas has opened new horizons in understanding the mechanisms that underlie related problems. One of the popular approaches is to consider a financial market as a complex system, where not only a great number of constituents plays crucial role but also non-trivial interaction properties between them [1, 2] . For example, related interdisciplinary studies of complex financial systems have revealed their enhanced sensitivity to fluctuations and external factors near critical events [3] [4] [5] [6] with overall change of internal structure [7, 8] . This can be complemented by the research devoted to equilibrium [9] [10] [11] [12] and non-equilibrium [13, 14] phase transitions.
In general, statistical modeling of the state space of a complex system requires writing down the probability distribution over this space using real data. In a simple version of modeling, the probability of an observable configuration (state of a system) described by a vector of variables s can be given in the exponential form p(s) = Z −1 exp {−βH(s)} ,
where H is the Hamiltonian of a system, β is inverse temperature (further β ≡ 1 is assumed) and Z is a statis-tical sum. Physical meaning of the model's components depends on the context and, for instance, in the case of financial systems, s can represent a vector of stock returns and H can be interpreted as the inverse utility function [15] . Generally, H has parameters defined by its series expansion in s. Basing on the maximum entropy principle [16, 17] , expansion up to the quadratic terms is usually used, leading to the pairwise interaction models. In the equilibrium case, the Hamiltonian has form
where h is a vector of size N of external fields and J is a symmetric N × N matrix of couplings ( denotes transpose). The model may also involve hidden states (nodes), which are not directly observable, but here we restrict ourselves to considering the visible nodes case only. The energy-based models represented by Eq. (1) play essential role not only in statistical physics but also in neuroscience (models of neural networks [18, 19] ) and machine learning (generative models, also known as Boltzmann machines [20] ). Recently, applications of the pairwise interaction models to financial markets have been also explored [15, [21] [22] [23] . Given topological similarities between neural and financial networks [24] , these systems can be considered as examples of complex adaptive systems [25] , which are characterized by the adaptation ability to changing environment, trying to stay in equilibrium with it. From this point of view, market structural properties, e.g. clustering and networks [26] [27] [28] , play important role for modeling of the distribution of stock prices. Adaptation (or learning) in these systems implies change of the parameters of H as financial and economic systems evolve. Using statistical inference for the model's parameters, the main goal is to have a model capable of reproducing the same statistical observables arXiv:1504.02280v1 [q-fin.ST] 9 Apr 2015
given time series for a particular historical period. In the pairwise case, the objective is to have
where angular brackets denote statistical averaging over time.
Having specified general mathematical model, one can also discuss similarities between financial and infiniterange magnetic systems in terms of phenomena related, e.g. extensivity, order parameters and phase transitions, etc. These features can be captured even in the simplified case, when s i is a binary variable taking only two discrete values. Effect of the mapping to a binarized system, when the values s i = +1 and s i = −1 correspond to profit and loss respectively, is also studied in the paper. In this case, diagonal elements of the coupling matrix, J ii , are zero because s 2 i = 1 terms do not contribute to the Hamiltonian. It is worth stressing that the current investigation develops ideas outlined in the previous studies [15, [21] [22] [23] in a way that the effect of binarization, comparison of learning algorithms, evolution and scaling properties of the parameters distributions are studied in a more systematic fashion.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, basic statistical definitions and inference methods for h and J are presented. In the Section III, effect of binarization of stock returns and historical evolution of the model parameters are discussed. Finally, the main findings of our investigation are summarized in Section IV.
II. DATA AND METHODS
We study historical dynamics of the US stock market using N = 71 stock prices time series [29] from the Standard & Poor's 500 index (hereafter S&P 500) listed in Table I . We analyze discrete daily closing prices, S i (t), starting from 1990 till 2013 (5828 trading days), which are converted to logarithmic returns, s
A. Basic statistical analysis of financial time series
The top panel in Fig. 1(a) shows historical data for the average stock return. In order to extract long-term trends from the time series, we employ a simple moving window (or simple moving average, SMA) approach. It acts like a low-pass filter, filtering out high frequency components, which are usually related to noise. Within the SMA approach, data is divided into chunks (or windows) of size T , assuming the time series to be stationary on this scale. In this case, tth chunk corresponds to T equally weighted previous values of daily log-returns (including the current one). For each set of chunks, one can calculate different statistical characteristics, such as average
and covariance matrix, C (N × N ), with the elements
where T ≥ N assumed for the covariance matrix to be positive definite. Hereinafter, angular brackets denote averaging over time (historical values), while bard enotes averaging over index (vector or matrix elements). It is also possible to investigate nonlinear dependence between time series using more sophisticated statistical concepts [30] or nonlinear data transformations, however only the simplest linear case is considered in the current paper. Series variance is autocovariance, σ 2 i ≡ C ii , where σ denotes standard deviation or volatility in finance. Usually, SMA volatility serves as the simplest risk measure quantifying stability of returns. In order to quantify deviation from the normal distribution, it is also useful to define higher-order moments, such as skewness
and kurtosis (also known as excess kurtosis)
which equal zero in the Gaussian case. Indeed, SMA filter allows one to extract long-term trends in the market and, for a large value of N , various moments of returns distribution can be used to identify market crashes (Figs. 2  and 3 ). Henceforth, we will call the considered portfolio "market" as it represents a big number of the top companies from S&P500 index.
As mentioned in the Introduction, to reduce the amount of data required for our inference, we focus on a binarized version of the returns and not on the raw data. We thus define the binarized version of the returns as
This procedure also mitigates the scaling problem of multiple series since it assignees the same value of stock return independently of its absolute value. Another common technique to deal with this problem is standardization
In this case, correlation matrix, Q (N × N ), is a normalized covariance matrix with the elements
Standardization procedure is known to preserve market behavior and widely used for the statistical analysis of the financial time series [31] . Effects of these mappings defined by Eqs. (8)- (10) are shown in Figs. 1-3 and will be discussed further in Section III where we will compare some simple statistical properties of the binarized return versus the raw and standardized returns. Before this, however, we briefly describe the inference procedure.
B. Equilibrium Boltzmann learning methods
We harness inference methods based on maximizing of the model's likelihood L(h, J | s data ). In the equilibrium case, exact learning of the Hamiltonian [Eq. (2)] parameters implies solving Eq. (3) in a self-consistent way, where corrections δh i and δJ ij on each learning step can be calculated as
Here, η h and η J are learning rates, · data are empirical (observed) moments and · model are the moments sampled from the model using Monte Carlo (MC) methods.
The exact learning algorithm always yields optimal values for h and J if there are no hidden nodes in the system [32] . Being in general slow, the exact learning algorithm might be substituted by the approximate inference methods [33] which are based on expansion of the free energy of a system for small fluctuations around its mean value. The first-order (naïve) approximation within the mean field theory (nMF) gives
where A ij = (1 − s i 2 )δ ij and δ ij is the Kronecker delta. Here, taking into account the diagonal element J ii (which is usually discarded) for the calculation of corresponding h i improves accuracy of the approximation, being known as the diagonal-weight trick [33] . The second-order correction to nMF requires solving Thouless-AndersonPalmer equations (TAP)
where Eq. (12) should be used instead for the calculation of the external fields if the diagonal-weight trick is used.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of binarization
The mapping defined by Eq. (8) obviously affects information contained in the time series. In order to estimate this effect, we compare time series for the average raw and binary returns first. As Fig. 1 shows, correlation coefficient between historical values of s raw and s bin is very high (0.91). Moreover, correlation between amplitudes of their Fourier transforms is also high (0.80), suggesting that signatures of economic cycles and frequency of market crashes are preserved in the binarized time series. However, maximum magnitude of binary returns is obviously bounded by the definition.
Comparison of the filtered time series using SMA also indicates preserving information about market trends in the binarized time series. With this aim, we compare historical evolution of the first four moments of the distribution of average binarized versus raw and standardized returns. Using SMA window T = 250 trading days (approximately one trading year), the results presented in Fig. 2 (Table I) . A number in each panel corresponds to overall historical correlation between the time series for standardized and binarized returns. Dependence of these overall correlations on the moving window size is shown in (b). Binary returns behave similar to raw and standardized returns, however information about kurtosis is completely lost.
FIG. 3.
Historical dynamics of the first four moments of the distribution of the off-diagonal elements of covariance (blue) and correlation (green) matrices of raw returns, and covariance matrix of binary returns (red) calculated using SMA window of 250 days (a). Top-bottom: mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of the off-diagonal elements of the matrices. A number in each panel corresponds to overall historical correlation between the time series for standardized and binarized returns. Dependence of these overall correlations on the moving window size is shown in (b). Binarization makes covariance matrix similar to the correlation matrix of raw returns.
returns becomes similar to the correlation matrix of raw returns. Indeed, off-diagonal elements follow similar distributions with very high correlation between means. For higher-order moments, correlation decreases with T [ Fig. 3(b) ].
Having validated that binary returns capture market historical behavior similarly to standardized returns, we proceed to the Boltzmann model inference and evolution of its parameters.
B. Comparison of approximate and exact learning methods
Following SMA approach with T = 250 trading days, we study historical evolution of the external fields and couplings inferred for each chunk of the binarized time series. We use two approximate (nMF and TAP) learning methods and compare them with exact learning, where MC sampling is used for the latter. Figure 4 shows comparison of the inferred parameters for four different historical dates. Without use of the diagonal-weight trick, inference of external fields in the nMF case works better when the dates far from market crashes are considered (top row in the two leftmost columns, corresponding to 22 Dec 1997 and 09 Jan 2002). TAP correction slightly improves the inference accuracy however producing overestimated values in comparison with the exact learning algorithm (second row). Both approximations perform worse for the data near market crashes (two top rows in the two rightmost columns, corresponding to 09 Oct 2008 and 13 March 2012). While the diagonal-weight trick allows to achieve almost perfect accuracy in both cases (red triangles in the first two rows), justifying the need of high-order corrections. Couplings inferred using both approximations show the same trend, being more/less accurate far from/near crashes (bottom row). Although the bulk of couplings is in an agreement with the exact couplings even near crashes, positive outliers are overestimated. Historical dynamics of the inference quality is depicted in Fig. 5 , where normalized root mean square error
and correlation between the model parameters inferred using different methods are presented. It confirms that the diagonal-weight trick considerably improves inference quality of the external fields and the couplings are systematically overestimated.
To validate the results obtained by the exact learning algorithm, we sampled stock returns from the model using MC sampling. The single and pairwise empirical moments are nicely recovered from the exact model (figures are not shown), while the third-order covariances, (s i − s i ) (s j − s j ) (s k − s k ) , are almost not captured by the model (Fig. 6 ). Although this could be due to the lack of data for estimating the real third-order covariances, this is unlikely to be the case as the degree of mismatch between the third-order covariances of the Ising model and the data is the same even when the bigger amount of data is used for their estimation. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that individual third-order covariances are not captured well, historical dynamics of their mean can be recovered from the model (Fig. 7) . Figure 8 shows histograms of the external fields and couplings inferred using the exact learning algorithm for three different window sizes: T = 250, 1000 and 5000 trading days. Distribution of the external fields is close to the Gaussian and does not possess outliers independently of T . Bulk of the couplings is also distributed normally, however a positive heavy tail is present. For bigger window sizes, the Gaussian bulk component of the inferred couplings becomes less prominent and the tail starts to dominate. In fact, as shown in Fig. 9 , all moments of the distribution of J ij scale with T . On the contrary, there is no obvious dependence for h i , which behavior is close to the external fields inferred on randomly shuffled time series (where each element is swapped with other randomly picked element using uniform distribution within the moving window chunk). Higher value of h inferred on randomly shuffled time series can be explained by the fact that it compensates positive (ferromagnetic) contribution to the mean return stemming from the positive mean of the inferred couplings: In the shuffled case, J becomes zero while all s bin i remain unaffected, therefore this effect should be compensated by the external fields.
C. Distribution of inferred parameters
Historical dynamics of the moments of the distributions shown in Fig. 10 indicates that the average external field is strongly correlated with the mean return (0.90), while higher moments seem not to convey any particular information about market historical behavior. Without use of the diagonal-weight trick, h nMF is completely inconsistent with h Exact [ Fig. 10(a) ]. Although
behave more similar to h Exact i
, they are significantly overestimated. At the same time, the diagonal-weight trick allows to achieve almost perfect accuracy in both cases [ Fig. 10(b) ]. Distribution of couplings has stable small positive mean corresponding to ferromagnetic interaction, however with almost half of couplings being negative, i.e. the system is likely to exhibit frustrated configurations.
It is also interesting to note that the standard deviation of couplings far from crashes almost linearly increases over the whole period considered from 0.14 in 1996 to 0.2 in 2013 [the second panel in Fig. 10(c) ]. This observation gains more meaning when we note that the standard deviation of the couplings in 1996 equals approximately to the standard deviation of the couplings inferred on randomly shuffled returns, while its value is almost twice bigger than one for the shuffled time series in 2013. Also, during the biggest market crashes, standard deviation of couplings has jumps because interconnections on the market become tighter as a result of the herding behavior during a financial turmoil: Until system is not adapted to a new economic reality, prices tend to move collectively with overall market performance as a benchmark [34] . The positive heavy tail, which can be characterized by higher order moments, increases for some historical periods. A reason for it is unknown at the moment.
D. Industry-related clustering structure
It is well known that a stock market possesses a hierarchical clustering structure which can be detected using correlations [26, 35] or couplings [15, 23] between stocks. One of the most popular techniques employed to find related structures is based on the minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm. For instance, Prim's algorithm-a basic MST construction algorithm-consists of the three following steps: 1. Initialize a tree with a single stock, chosen arbitrarily from the all stocks.
2. Find the stock not yet in the tree which has the strongest coupling (biggest value of C ij or J ij ) to a stock in the tree and include it to the tree.
3. Repeat step 2 until all stocks are in the tree. Figure 11 shows examples of the MST constructed using covariance and coupling matrices of binary stock returns. The remarkable feature of these structures is a manifestation of industry sector clustering. Here, we define an industry sector cluster as a connected subset of the tree where all stocks belong to the same industry sector, i.e. each cluster member interacts to the other members only through the stocks from the same sector. Further, we denote cluster size as N m,k , where m = 1 . . . M is a sector index (M = 9 is the total number of sectors listed in Table I) and k = 1 . . . K m is an index of the cluster (K m is a number of such clusters for the sector m). As mentioned above, there can be many clusters for each industry sector. In order to estimate overall industry clustering degree of the market, let us introduce a simple metric based on finding clusters of the maximum size
Intuitively, when Q mst is small it reflects the fact that stocks do not tend to group basing on industry sectors. Its minimum value corresponding to M/N is defined by the situation where the biggest cluster for each sector has only one stock, i.e. K m equals to the total number of stocks in the sector m. The maximum value of Q mst is 1, which corresponds to the perfect industry clustering structure when there is only one cluster for each industry sector (K m = 1). This clustering measure shows interesting dependence on the size of moving window (Fig. 12) , suggesting an increasing degree of sectoral connectedness of the stock market for bigger time windows as inferred by the Ising model. Also, the degree of connectedness increases with the increase of non-Gaussian features (skewness and kurtosis) of couplings distribution. To further investigate network structure and clustering degree of J, we perform the clustering analysis based on a subset of J ij . With this aim, we choose a threshold, J th , and construct MST only using J ij < J th . Figure 13 suggests that neither the biggest nor negative val- Without use of the diagonal-weight trick, approximation quality of the external fields is very low and significantly drops during financial crashes (two top panels), while making use of the trick improves it considerably (two middle panels). Couplings inferred using both approximate methods are almost the same, with approximation quality being lower during the periods of financial crises (two bottom panels). ues of J ij seem not to contain information about the observed industry-related clustering structure: The biggest increase of Q mst occurs only when J th is bigger than zero, while it is almost insensitive to the inclusion of J ij from a heavy tail. Finally, it is also worth noting that intraday internal structure of couplings is neither stable (quenched) nor completely random (annealed), preserving an industry-related clustering structure with the diameter being smaller during crashes (figures are not shown). These non-trivial features of a coupling matrix will be studied in more detail in the future works.
E. Scaling of inferred parameters
In order to study extensive properties of the system, we investigate scaling properties of the parameter distributions with the number of stocks, which are usually characterized by the scaling exponent N α . We estimate its value for each distribution moment as the average over scaling exponents for randomly selected subsets of stocks of different size.
As Fig. 14 (top row) shows, external fields distribution does not possess any particular scaling law, except the mean, which has α close to −0.75. The other moments scale similar to the corresponding moments of the external fields inferred on randomly shuffled time series. Scaling properties of couplings distribution depends on the size of moving window (Fig. 14, bottom row) . When T is small, couplings behave similar to the ones inferred on randomly shuffled returns. However, scaling of the mean and standard deviation becomes closer to the properties of the normal distribution with growth of T . This dependence might be related to the presence of finite-size effects, when use of a small number of historical values is not enough to estimate true correlations on the market.
There are two extreme ways in which a change in the distribution of the couplings can arise as one increases the size of the observed system. One is that the structure between the previous stocks entirely changes by adding new stocks. Alternatively, the couplings could only change their absolute magnitude, while they maintain their magnitude relative to one another. To better understand where in this spectrum our financial market exists, we performed analysis similar to Ref. [19] : We chose a random subset of 20 stocks and analyzed couplings between them for different total number of stocks taken into account for the inference (including the original 20). Figure 15 shows that the biggest/smallest values of J ij remain the same with growth of N and their scal -FIG. 11 . Minimum spanning tree for the covariance matrix (a) and corresponding exact couplings (b) for 27 Jan 2010 calculated using SMA window T = 4000 trading days. Similar industry-related clustering structure is observed in both cases. The considered sectors are Healthcare (red), Consumer Goods (blue), Basic Materials (green), Financial (cyan), Industrial Goods (purple), Services (yellow), Technology (orange), Conglomerate (magenta) and Utilities (dark blue). The graphs are visualized using the NetworkX Python package [36] . ing becomes closer to the normal distribution for bigger time windows. This behavior also suggests that important features of market connectivity are preserved with the number of stocks.
F. External and internal influence
Considering the two terms in the system's Hamiltonian [Eq. (2)], it is also possible to define internal and external influences in the market. For this purpose, external fields can be interpreted as the influence of external factors, h ext ≡ h, while couplings define internal bias, h int = s J (in the MF sense) [22] . In this case, external contribution corresponds to the individual stocks biases which come from outside the market, while internal one is solely defined in terms of internal market interactions. Similarly, one can also define two energy terms as 
s . Figure 16 shows that both energies have almost the same order of magnitude over the historical period considered, while near the major crashes E ext is more than 10 times bigger than E int . The ratio between the mean biases also possesses interesting historical dynamics. Being in principle strongly correlated with the mean return (0.9 for h ext and 0.99 for h int ), discrepancies between them might be used as a leading indicator of financial instabilities. Away from the periods of crisis, the ratio is almost stable, while divergent behavior is observed before the US market crashes (two bottom panels in Fig. 16 ). Possible explanation of the observed behavior from a financial point of view is still an open question.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated various aspects of application of the pairwise interaction model to financial time series. The model, being parametrized by external fields and couplings, is used for the approximation of the joint equilibrium distribution of stock returns. Since the consid- Relative magnitude of the couplings decreases as the number or stocks grow, while the underlying network structure is preserved.
ered learning algorithms require use of binary variables, the logarithmic returns are binarized using the sign function. Effect of the binarization suggests that the distribution of binary returns captures the distributions of raw and standardized returns to a good degree, preserving information about economic cycles and market crashes as well as industry-related market clustering structure.
The model parameters are inferred using approximate and exact learning algorithms. Mean field approximations nicely recover bulk of the couplings except outliers. External fields are in the almost perfect agreement with the exact algorithm if the diagonal-weight trick is used. The obtained results also suggest that the quality of mean field inference methods drops in the periods of financial crises due to increase of magnitude of the parameters. This behavior observed near market crashes can be viewed as an adaptation process, when a financial market structure evolves to equilibrate with a new economic reality.
For the historical period considered, distribution of external fields is close to the Gaussian and does not possess any outliers independently of moving window size. On the contrary, distribution of couplings possesses a heavy positive tail, which starts to dominate over the Gaussian bulk for bigger moving window sizes. Mean of external fields decreases with the number of stocks while their standard deviation remains almost constant, corresponding to the standard deviation of the external fields inferred on randomly shuffled time series. Scaling properties of the couplings distribution depends on the moving window size, becoming closer to the properties of the Gaussian distribution with its growth.
Despite possible presence of finite-size effects, an industry-related clustering structure is observed for both exact and approximate couplings. The performed cutoff analysis suggests that neither the biggest positive nor negative values of couplings do not contain information about this structure. Scaling properties of the couplings between a small random subset of stocks suggest that the underlying network structure is also preserved with the number of stocks. These non-trivial structural properties of a coupling matrix as well as their historical dynamics will be studied in the future works.
Finally, the pairwise interaction model also allows one for defining the external and internal biases which correspond to contribution of external fields and couplings respectively. Discrepancies between them might be used as a precursor of imminent financial instabilities and should be studied more deeply from a financial point of view.
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